BACKGROUND Cardiomyocytes are organized in microstructures termed sheetlets that reorientate during left
Cardiomyopathies affect both myocardial structure and function in the absence of coronary artery disease or abnormal loading conditions (13, 14) . In hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), there is an annual incidence of cardiovascular death of 1% to 2% due to heart failure and sudden cardiac death from arrhythmias (15) . In dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), 5-year mortality is up to 20% with a 14% risk of sudden or aborted cardiac death (16, 17) . Consequently, efforts are underway to better characterize these patient populations and direct appropriate therapies to those at risk. Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is important to this process through improved phenotyping (18, 19) and tissue characterization, particularly the detection and quantification of fibrosis through late gadolinium enhancement imaging (20, 21) .
Diffusion tensor (DT)-CMR potentially provides a novel approach for phenotyping through noninvasive interrogation of the 3-dimensional heart microarchitecture (22, 23) . In DT-CMR, the primary eigenvector (E1) corresponds to the local cardiomyocyte long-axis orientation, whereas the secondary eigenvector (E2) reportedly corresponds to the local within-sheetlet cross-cardiomyocyte orientation (6, (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) . The angle of E1 relative to the local wall tangent plane (E1A) is an index of mean intravoxel HA, and the angle of E2 (E2A) is an index of mean intravoxel SA (6,28) (Online Appendix). DT-CMR has been used to demonstrate the HA architecture in the normal beating heart (25, 27) and in different pathological conditions (28, 29) , supported by studies validating ex vivo DT-CMR against histology (31) (32) (33) .
DT-CMR data supporting reorientation of laminar microstructures at different phases of the cardiac cycle have been reported in healthy rodent hearts imaged ex vivo in either contracted or relaxed states, with paired histology (6, 34) , as well as in vivo in healthy volunteers (30, 35, 36) . Abnormal sheetlet dynamics have been demonstrated in dyssynchronous canine hearts (37, 38) and in dystrophic rodent hearts (39) imaged ex vivo with paired histology.
In previous work, we implemented robust quantitative in vivo DT-CMR and confirmed its reproducibility in healthy subjects (40) and in HCM (41) . We reported E2A changes from systole to diastole, which we hypothesized represented dynamic rearrangement of sheetlets in healthy subjects, as well as E2A changes in HCM, consistent with systolic hypercontraction and attenuated diastolic relaxation (28) .
However, the in vivo DT-CMR technique used encoded myocardial diffusion over an entire cardiac cycle, and so the influence of tissue deformation on the diffusion measurements has remained unclear (5, 28, 30, 42) . Assessment of Myocardial Microstructural Dynamics by DT-CMR The CMR protocol also included whole heart stacks of 2-dimensional cines for volumetric analysis, cine strain acquisitions, and late gadolinium enhancement (Online Appendix).
RESULTS
Under all experimental conditions, we observed that the major change associated with myocardial wall thickening was an increase in E2A ( Figure 2 ; Table 1 Nielles-Vallespin et al.
Assessment of Myocardial Microstructural Dynamics by DT-CMR for arrhythmia, difficulty breath-holding, and incidental findings). Figure 5A ). And in the There was no significant difference in E2A mobility between the 2 cardiomyopathies.
Assessment of Myocardial Microstructural Dynamics by DT-CMR
The E2A mobility of all groups was plotted against EF ( Figure 5B ). There was clear clustering, with control subjects distinguished by their normal EF and acquisitions. The strong correlation between DE2A and DWT supported the thesis that the reorientation of the sheetlets contributes significantly to systolic wall thickening. Abbreviations as in Figures 1 and 2 . 
high E2A mobility, HCM patients with elevated EF but low E2A mobility, and DCM patients with reduced EF and low E2A mobility. These differing E2A parameters are pictorially displayed in E2A maps and 3-dimensional glyphs ( Figure 6) . A control subject showed the normal change from diastole (wall-parallel with low E2A in blue) to systole (wall-perpendicular with high E2A in red). Correspondingly, Figure 6 shows similarities in HCM and control systolic E2A maps (red; wall perpendicular sheetlets), with more heterogeneous diastolic E2A maps (mix of red and blue; wall parallel and wall perpendicular sheetlets). By contrast, DCM and control diastolic E2A maps were alike (blue; wall parallel sheetlets), with more heterogeneous systolic E2A maps (mix of red and blue; wall parallel and wall perpendicular sheetlets). shown in Table 2 The E1A maps show similar E1A distributions in all populations and contractile states whereas E2A maps are color coded according to absolute E2 angle. E2A changes are from blue in diastole to red in systole in healthy control subjects. The HCM example takes a healthy systolic conformation (wall perpendicular sheetlets) but an incomplete diastolic conformation (mix of wall parallel and wall perpendicular sheetlets). The DCM example takes a healthy diastolic conformation (wall parallel sheetlets) but an incomplete systolic conformation (mix of wall parallel and wall perpendicular sheetlets).
Abbreviations as in Figures 2, 4 , and 5.
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JACC VOL. 69, NO. 6, 2017 Myocardial microstructure dynamics can be characterized by in vivo diffusion tensor cardiac magnetic resonance (DT-CMR). E2 angle (E2A) is a DT-CMR index of myocardial sheetlet rotation; increase in E2A from diastole to systole was consistently observed in healthy swine in vivo, in situ, and ex vivo, and correlated well with histology. E2A changes in healthy volunteers match closely those in healthy swine. Varying E2A patterns emerged in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) and dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). E2A mobility was highest for control subjects and reduced for HCM and DCM. Sheetlet function was abnormal in DCM with altered systolic conformation and reduced mobility, contrasting with HCM, which showed reduced mobility with altered diastolic conformation. These novel insights significantly improve understanding of contractile dysfunction at a level of noninvasive interrogation not previously available in humans. SA ¼ sheetlet angle.
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CONCLUSIONS
We showed that myocardial sheetlet reorientation in the loaded and beating heart in vivo was the KEY WORDS dilated cardiomyopathy, helical structure, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, laminar structure, left ventricle, sheetlet structure APPENDIX For a supplemental Methods sections as well as figures and videos, please see the online version of this article.
